
aspect main 
signal

announcing 
signal

stop

go
(80 km/h)

go
(40 km/h)

In case of the go 40 km/h aspect the next 
signal can show “stop” when the distance 
between the two signals is more than 
450 meters. Otherwise it will show a “go” 
aspect.
The signal aspect of combined signals 
depends on the go and speed information 
of both parts:

here: stop go go 40 short 
way

expect: - stop go go 40 - -

Combined signal are able to distinguish 
between normal slow speed signalling 
(two green lights) and short way signalling 
(three green lights). The latter aspect is 
used in cases when the track is shorter 
than 450 m.
Using an increasing number of lights for 
slower speeds is dangerous in cases of bulb 
defects. Thus lamp proving is essential to 
avoid faulty signalization of faster aspects. 
Remark: the Norwegian signalling differs 
in that point. The more light are shown 
the smaller the allowed speed is in Norway.
Repeating signals can show just two 
aspects. The signal either “expect go” or 

“expect stop”.

5.17. SWEDISH SIGNALS

 To control Swedish signals directly you 
need a Qdecoder with Signal extension 
for Swedish signals.

5.17.1. Main SignalS

The Swedish signalling system is a classical 
one consisting of main and approach 
signals. The main signal gives the driver 
information on the track segment behind 
the signal. Approach signals are used to 
inform about the state of the following 
main signal. Often a combination of main 
and approach signal can be found. The two 
signals are combined into one background 
in that cases.

approach
signal

main
signal

repeating
signal

combinational
signal

A standalone announcing signal gives 
always the same aspect as the following 
main signal and is normally located at least 
800 m and a maximum of approximately 
1200 meters from the announced main 
signal. Abnormal distances are marked 
with an additional sign “distance”.
If the main signal is hard to be seen or 
between the announcing and the main 
signals the train stops typically (e.g. at 
a station) another signals can be used to 
repeat the announcing. Repeater signals 
have only one green light. The background 
is surrounded by a green refl ective line.
On model railways repeating signals are 
used commonly since distances between 
repeating and main signals are not limited 
to any minimum value.

Signal aSpeCtS

Swedish main and announcing signals can 
show the following aspects:
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 Basis base class
 Standard standard class
 Alleskönner all-in-one class

 Signal 
 Ampel
 Licht  

repeating signal aspects

the next main signal shows go.

the next main signal shows stop.

Controlling SwediSh SignalS

The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. Two 
addresses (Asignal and Asignal+1) are used for 
switching of signal aspects typically.

command aspect

Asignal  stop
Asignal  go

Asignal  + 1  go 40 km/h
Asignal  + 1 go 40 km/h - short way

Main Signals
There are three modes to control Swedish 
main signals depending on the number of 
bulbs the signal has. Two of them (2 and 19) 
are available on standard class decoders, 
the third one is like all other modes for 
Swedish signals part of the Swedish Signal 
extension.

mode 2 19 61

func-
tion 

outputs

1

 

2
3 -

4 - -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
go

Asignal+1  
- go 40

Asignal+1 - go 40 - short way

Announcing Signals

mode 62 63 64

func-
tion 

outputs

1

2

3 -
control commands

Asignal  
expect stop

Asignal 
expect go

Asignal+1  
- expect 

go 40
expect 

goAsignal+1 -

Combinational Signals (single address)
Qdecoders implement two modes of 
operation for Swedish combined signals 
of either four or five bulbs. The signal 
aspects are switched by the commands of 
the signal address and the 2 following ones 
in ascending order.

mode 65 66

func-
tion 

outputs

1

2
3
4
5 -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
go, expect go

Asignal+1  
go, expect stop

Asignal+1 go, expect go go, expect 
go 40

Asignal+2  
go 40

Asignal+2 - short way

Combinational Signals (two addresses)
In two address mode the decoder checks 
switching state of two addresses: the main 
signal and the announcing signal ones. In 
case the main signal has one of the aspects 

“stop”, “go 40 km/h” or “short way” the 
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choose a Z1-16 with Signal extension. 
Signal “A” shall be controlled by commands 
of accessory address 1, accessory address  
5 is used for signal “B”.
First connect the signals to the decoder 
one after another:

A1
A3
A4

A5
A6
A7

A9
A8

A10

A0

A2

Next program the confi guration variables 
according to the following table. The values 
given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically when 
programming the values written on while 
background. 

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

A0 AsignalA CV1=1 CV550= TODO
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 AsignalA CV558=1 CV559=TODO
A4 AsignalB CV561=5 CV562

A5 - CV564 CV565

A6 - CV567 CV568

A7 - CV570 CV571

A8 AsignalB CV573=5 CV574= TODO
A9 - CV576 CV577

A10 - CV579 CV580

... use for others

Now you can switch signal aspects by 
sending control commands (“1 “ meens 
pressing the green switching key on the 
control station after choosing accessory 
address 1): 

state of the announcing signal is ignored. If 
the main signal shows “go” the announcing 
signal state is taken into account when 
generating the signal aspect. 
Thus the combined signal follows state 
changes of the subsequent main signal the 
same way an announcing signal does.
There are two modes for combined signals 
depending on the number of bulbs the 
signal has.

mode 67 68

function 
outputs

1

2
3
4
5 -

control commands

Amain  
stop

Amain Aann  
go, expect stop

Amain Aann  
go, expect go

Amain Aann+1 - go, expect 
go 40Amain Aann+1 -

Amain+1 go 40
Amain+1 - short way

 AN EXAMPLE

Let us have a look on the following track. 
The example is not a real life one but 
illustrates the way signals are controlled 
using  Qdecoders. A main signal called “B” 
stands at the end of the virtual station. A 
combined signal “A” announces the state 
of signal “B” and has an own standalone 
approach signal.

announcing 
signal „A“

main signal
„B“

combined signal
„A“, announcing „B“

The signals have a total of 11 bulbs. We 
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1 

control station commands

1

5 6 

2

5.17.2. dwarF SignalS

There are two types 
of dwarf signals in 
Sweden. Both of them 
handle shunting and 
work train movement 
signalling. One is a 
pure shunting signal, 
the other is a combi-
nation of a shunting, a 
main and a announcing 
signal.

The distance between the combined dwarf 
signal and the next main signal is allowed 
to be very short, but at least 100 meters.

Signal aSpeCtS

Swedish dwarf signals can show the 
following aspects:

aspect shunting 
signal

combined 
signal

stop for all movements

stop for trains
shunting and work 
trains may pass the 

signal

aspect shunting 
signal

combined 
signal

stop for trains
shunting and work 
trains may pass the 

signal with permission

stop for trains
shunting and work 
trains may pass the 
signal with caution

conditional stop -

go
(80 km/h or higher) -

go at 40 km/h -

go
(80 km/h or higher)

next signal will show 
stop or go 40 km/h

-

go at 40 km/h
next signal will show 

stop
-

Conditional stop means: The signal must 
not be crossed by driving vehicles. Vehicles 
being driven or placed may pass the signal.
If a head dwarf signal is off or if it shows 
an unclear or incorrect aspect, it should be 
treated in that it shows „stop“.
But the following exceptions holds: 
If a head dwarf signal shows only a white 
light with green fi xed or fl ashing light, it 
should be treated as it had been a real 
aspect, with two square to white light.

Controlling dwarF SignalS

The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address confi guration 
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aspects of dwarf shunting signals

go back

increase rate

The aspect “increase rate” instructs the 
driver to increase the speed as long as the 
signal is shown. When signalling is termi-
nated, the rate should be held unchanged 
until the next signal is given.

Controlling dwarF ShUnting SignalS

Qdecoders offer a special mode for 
controlling dwarf shunting signals:

mode 72

func-
tion 

outputs

1

 

2
3
4

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
go forward

Asignal+1  
go back 

Asignal+1 increase rate

5.17.4. leVel CroSSing SignalS

Level crossing signals (“V-signals”) are 
placed just before a street level crossing. 
Announcing signals are used to inform the 
driver about the signal aspect that he has 
to expect at the next V-signal.

V
crossing
signal

announcing
signal

variable relating to the fi rst function 
output the signal is connected to. Two 
addresses (Asignal and Asignal+1) are used 
for switching of signal aspects of pure 
shunting signals. Four addresses (Asignal ... 
Asignal+3) are used for combined signals.

mode 69 70 71

func-
tion 

outputs

1

2
3
4
5 - -
6 - -
7 - -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
shunting permitted

Asignal+1  
shunting with permission 

Asignal+1 shunting with caution
Asignal+2  

- conditional stop go
Asignal+2 - - go 40
Asignal+3  - - go, expect slower

Asignal+3 -
go 40, expect 

stop

5.17.3. ShUnting SignalS

Shunting signals are used to give the driver 
of a shunting unit information about 
direction and speed. There are two types 
of shunting signals in used that are both 
outdated and will not be used for new 
installations.

aspects of dwarf shunting signals

stop as soon as possible

go forward
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aspect crossing  
signal

announcing 
signal

stop before 
the crossing

crossing is 
secured : pass

mode 2 73
func-
tion 

outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
pass

5.17.5. tgoJ SignalS

TGOJ means “Trafikaktiebolaget 
Grängesberg–Oxelösunds järnväger” - a 
former railway company that ran the line 
(Grängesberg C) - Silver height - Ställdalen 
- (Kopparberg) until 2002. The signals used 
on that line and described in this chapter 
are somewhat different in comparison to 
the SJ ones.
TGOJ uses three main types of signals 
depending on the place the signal is 
situated in relation to a station. 

station entry
signal

block
signals

station exit
signals

Block signals are equipped with green and 
red lights mostly. If the next signal may 
show “expect 40 km/h” an announcing 
signal is added.
Exit signals situated on side tracks have 
a yellow angle on top of the background 
signalling slow speed for the “go” aspect. 
They own a second red light that is turned 
on if 
•	 the track is cleared to accept a train in 

the opposite direction

•	 a moveable bridge does not allow 
crossing it

•	 the overhead line is disconnected

Signal aSpeCtS

Depending on the type of signal and the 
background used TGOJ signals are able to  
show different sets of aspects.

aspect entry 
signal

exit  
signal

block 
signal

stop

go 
expect go

   

go 
expect  

go 40 km/h
- -

go 
expect stop

   

go 40 km/h 
expect  

go 40 km/h       

-

go 40 km/h 
expect stop

      

-

go 40 km/h 
short way - -
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chapter „Taster und Schalter“ in the 
handbook for details.)

function
mode

without with
The key controls ... LED

... the signal connected to the anterior 
function keys of the decoder using the 
signal switching fl ow

226 227

Once confi gured the key controls signal 
aspects as follows.
All signals with two aspects switch to the 
other aspect with a single key pressing.

press

press
gostop

On signals with three aspects there is a 
distinction between pressing the key for a 
short and a long time (about ½ second).

press sh
ort

press long

press short

press sh
ort

go

go 40stop

Combined signals can be controlled by 
a single key too. The signal switches its 
aspect between stop and the other aspects 
dependent on number and length of key 
press events.

aspect entry 
signal

exit 
signal

block 
signal

stop - -

Controlling tgoJ SignalS

Entry Signals
Entry signals have the same bulbs and 
aspects the SJ combination signals have. 
They can be controlled using one of the 
appropriate modes and the following lamp 
order:

Exit and Block Signals

mode 74 75 76

function 
outputs

1

2
3 -
4 - -
5 - -

control commands

Asignal  
stop

Asignal 
go, expect go

Asignal+1  
go, expect stop

Asignal+1 -
go, expect 

go 40 km/h
stop 

(twice red)

5.17.6. Controlling SignalS BY inpUt KeYS

Any signal can be controlled by an input 
key connected to a function output of the 
Qdecoder using a 220 Ω resistor. Use one 
of the modes 226 or 227 for the function 
output for reading key input. Mode 227 is 
used when connecting a LED in parallel to 
the key. The LED might be used as signalling 
LED on the control desk for example. (See 
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A1
A3
A4

A5
A6
A7

A9

A8: key for signal „A“
A12: key for signal „B“

A11

A10A0

A2

Next program the confi guration variables 
according to the following table. The values 
given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically when 
programming the values written on while 
background. 

signal address mode
fu

nc
tio

n o
ut

pu
ts

A0 AsignalA CV1=1 CV550= TODO
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 AsignalA CV558=1 CV559=TODO
A4 AsignalB CV561=5 CV562

A5 - CV564 CV565

A6 - CV567 CV568

A7 - CV570 CV571

A8 key „A“ - CV573 CV574= 226
A9 AsignalB CV576=5 CV577= TODO
A10 - CV579 CV580

A11 - CV582 CV583

A12 key „B“ - CV585 CV576= 226
... use for others

The same signal aspect sequence can now be 
reached by pressing the keys: 

pr
ess

 once longpr
es

s o
nce

 short

lo
n

g
 +  s h o r t

3 times short

twice short

once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short

once short

stop

go, expect go

go, 
expect 
stop

go, 
expect 
go 40
km/h

go 
40 km/h

go 40 km/h
short way

Dwarf signals make a distinction between 
up to 8 different signal aspects. The are 
controlled by a key as follows:

pr
ess

 once longpr
es

s o

nce
 short

lo
ng + shortshort 

+ 

lo
n

g

3 times shorttwice long

twice short

once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short
once shorton

ce
 sh

ort

once short

oUr eXaMple

Our example from page 108 needs a slight 
change when inserting keys for aspect 
control. We need one key for signal “A”  and 
another for and “B”:
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„A“

„B“

short short

shortlong
key commands

2·short
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